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The demand for ever larger, more eﬃcient, reliable and cost eﬀec ve communica on networks necessitates
new network architectures, such as wireless ad hoc networks, cogni ve radio, relaying networks, femtocell,
and wireless sensor networks. The study of such networks requires a fundamental shi from thinking of a network as a collec on of independent communica on pipes, to a mul -user channel where users cooperate via
conferencing, relaying, and joint source-channel coding.
In this work, we first iden fy major challenges intrinsic to wireless ad hoc networks that aﬀect the system performance, in terms of throughput, delay, fairness and stability. We then develop an opportunis c relaying and
coopera ve scheme to achieve the op mal system performance. We also prove two key inequali es that capture the various tradeoﬀs inherent in the broad class of opportunis c relaying protocols, illustra ng that no
scheduling and rou ng algorithms can simultaneously yield lower delay and higher throughput. The proposed
methods and analyses can be extended and implemented to any prac cal decentralized networks, such as
mobile ad hoc networks (MANET), aeronau cal communica on networks (ACN), wireless sensor networks
(WSN), cogni ve radio (CR) and smart grid networks, etc.
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